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Lecture Topic I.5: Arrow-Pushing Formalism
Representing Transfer of Electrons

Since bonds consist of electrons between nuclei, the movement of electrons
leads to changes in bonding; in other words Chemical Reactions are
described by showing how the electrons rearrange upon going from
reactants to products. In order to show the movement of electrons, we need
a notation that is clear.
A

Represents sharing the pair of electrons at the
start of the arrow with something to which the
arrow is pointing
B

A ‘fishhook’ arrow represents sharing one
electron at the start of the arrow with
something to which the arrow is pointing
Electrons move FROM a good electron source (a lone pair or an anion, or the
negative end of a polar bond …) TO a good electron acceptor or “sink” (the
positive end of a polar bond, an empty orbital, a cation …).

Electrons move FROM a good electron source (a lone pair or an anion, or the negative
end of a polar bond …) TO a good electron acceptor or “sink” (the positive end of a
polar bond, an empty orbital, a cation …).

Notes
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Lecture Topic I.5: Arrow-Pushing Formalism
Some Arrow-Pushing Examples
A

C

Ionic
B

Ionic

Notes
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